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Abstract. Previous studies suggest the median allele
length of microsatellites is longest in the species from
which the markers were derived, suggesting that an as-
certainment bias was operating. We have examined
whether the size distribution of microsatellite alleles be-
tween sheep and cattle is source dependent using a set of
472 microsatellites that can be amplified in both species.
For those markers that were polymorphic in both species
we report a significantly greater number of markers (P <
0.001) with longer median allele sizes in sheep, regard-
less of microsatellite origin. This finding suggests that
any ascertainment bias operating during microsatellite
selection is only a minor contributor to the variation
observed.
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Introduction

When the size distribution of microsatellite alleles across
different species is compared, the allele sizes in the spe-
cies from which the microsatellite was derived are often
greater than those found in closely related species. This
observation has been reported for seven of eight domes-
tic sheep-derived microsatellites when used in bighorn

sheep (Forbes et al. 1995); 33 of 42 human-derived mi-
crosatellites when used in other primates (Rubinsztein et
al. 1995); 10 of 14 dog microsatellites in foxes; and also
amongst related species of swallows, cetaceans, rumi-
nants, and turtles (Ellegren et al. 1995). These observa-
tions could result from either directional evolution oc-
curring within different species (Rubinsztein et al. 1995,
Amos and Rubinsztein 1996) or from an ascertainment
bias in the selection of clones for sequencing and even-
tual primer pair development (Ellegren et al. 1995).

A critical test of the ascertainment bias hypothesis is
to examine microsatellite repeat lengths following recip-
rocal amplification of microsatellites derived from both
species. Sheep and cattle provide large numbers of di-
nucleotide repeat microsatellites (Bishop et al. 1994;
Crawford et al. 1995; Stone et al. 1995; de Gortari et al.
1996 [in press]). Approximately one-third of microsatel-
lites from either species are polymorphic in the other,
providing a useful dataset in which to test this hypoth-
esis.

Materials and Methods

Animal Populations.Two sheep populations were used in this study.
The first comprised the 15 unrelated animals that are grandparents of
the AgResearch International Mapping Flock (Crawford et al. 1995).
These animals were derived from a variety of European sheep breeds:
Texel (one animal), Coopworth (four), Perendale/Coopworth Cross
(seven), and Merino/Romney Cross (three). The second population,
unrelated parents of a USDA resource flock, comprised five Ro-
manovs, two Rambouillet/Romanov crosses, and two Suffolk/Roma-
nov crosses. We used unrelated beef (nine Angus/Hereford Cross) and
dairy (three Friesian) cattle from New Zealand as well as the 28 un-
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related animals from the USDA linkage mapping pedigrees (Bishop et
al. 1994) which included a variety of meat breeds from bothBos taurus
andBos indicusspecies.

Microsatellite Analysis.Details of all microsatellites used in this
study (Appendix I) are published (Bishop et al. 1994; Crawford et al.
1995; Stone et al. 1995; Kemp et al. 1996). This data can also be
accessed at the following WWW sites:

http://sol.marc.usda.gov/genome/cattle/cattle.html
http://dirk.invermay.cri.nz/docs/sheepgbase/manager.html

The microsatellite markers were all obtained from small-insert genomic
DNA libraries in either M13 or plasmids probed with (AC)n DNA
probes. The microsatellites beginning BMS were derived from a library
in which selection for (AC)n repeats had occurred (Stone et al. 1995)
but the remainder were screened from unselected libraries of random
genomic fragments. A DNA sequencing ladder was used to estimate the
size of microsatellite alleles in cases where the original cloned micro-
satellite allele was not available to act as a standard for the amplified
allele.

Statistical Analysis.The Mann Whitney U test was used to deter-
mine whether there was a significant species difference in allele size for
each marker. The binomial test was used to assess whether the number
of markers that had significantly larger median allele sizes in sheep vs
the number of markers that had significantly larger median allele sizes
in cattle were equally divided. Estimates of gene diversity (heterozy-
gosity) were made using the method of Weir (1990).

Results and Discussion

With the exception of three centromeric fusions and one
translocation (Crawford et al. 1995) the cattle and sheep
linkage maps appear similar in marker order. To ensure
that we were examining the same locus in both species
we initially used only markers that were polymorphic in
both species and mapped to a syntenic position in both
species. Two hundred sixty-two of the 300 microsatel-
lites polymorphic in both species showed a significant
species difference in median microsatellite fragment size
(P < 0.05). Regardless of species of origin of the marker,
a significantly larger median fragment size was observed
in sheep than in cattle (Table 1A). These data are not
consistent with ascertainment bias being the predominant
factor in determining species differences in microsatel-
lite fragment length and may indicate that some form of
directional evolution of microsatellites is occurring.

We also examined the mean of the median allele
lengths and the mean of the ranges in fragment size
(Table 3). Once again regardless of whether they were
derived from cattle or sheep the mean of the median
allele lengths and the mean of the ranges were larger in
sheep. For the bovine derived markers this difference
was significant for the range (P 4 0.02).

An additional 65 of 81 cattle microsatellites identified

Table 1. Markers with significant allele size differences showing the origin of the marker and the species with the larger allele sizes

A. Makers polymorphic and with syntenic locations in both species

Origin of the marker Larger alleles in Bovine Larger alleles in Ovine P value

Ovine 4 16 0.012
Bovine 84 159 <0.0001

B. Markers polymorphic in both species but unmapped in sheep

Origin of the marker Larger alleles in Bovine Larger alleles in Ovine P value

Bovine 26 39 0.136

C. Markers polymorphic in the species of origin and monomorphic in the other

Origin of the marker Larger alleles in Bovine Larger alleles in Ovine P value

Ovine 0 3 0.250
Bovine 109 22 <0.0001

D. Markers monomorphic in the species of origin and polymorphic in the other

Origin of the marker Larger alleles in Bovine Larger alleles in Ovine P value

Ovine 1 0 1.000
Bovine 2 7 0.180

E. All markers that could be amplified in both species (polymorphic or monomorphic)

Origin of the marker Larger alleles in Bovine Larger alleles in Ovine P value

Ovine 5 19 0.007
Bovine 221 227 0.813
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as polymorphic in both sheep and cattle but not yet
placed on the sheep linkage map were also significantly
different in median allele length. Once again more of
these microsatellites had significantly larger median al-
lele sizes in sheep although the difference was not sig-
nificant (Table 1B).

As an additional check for ascertainment bias, we
compared the median allele sizes in the two species.
Ascertainment bias would yield a regression slope less
than 1 when the size for the new species is regressed
against the size in the species in which the marker was
derived (Fig. 1). Although both regression slopes were
less than 1 neither was significantly so, again suggesting
that ascertainment is not the main determinant of allele
size differences between these two species.

To check the possibility that we were creating addi-
tional bias by choosing only those markers that have
remained or become polymorphic in both species since

sheep and cattle diverged, we identified a group of mark-
ers that were polymorphic in one species but monomor-
phic in the other with a typical ‘‘stutter’’ band appear-
ance. We have assumed that the predominant fragment
represented the correct locus but cannot independently
verify this from a map location. The markers were di-
vided into two groups. Group 1 (Table 1C) contained
markers that were polymorphic in the species of origin
and monomorphic in the other whereas group 2 (Table
1D) contained a small number of markers monomorphic
in the species of origin and polymorphic in the other
species. One hundred forty-four of 151 showed a signifi-
cant difference in median fragment size, with signifi-
cantly more bovine derived microsatellites fragments
larger in cattle than in sheep (111 vs 29). Three of four
ovine microsatellites were larger in sheep. When we
combined all datasets significantly more sheep derived
microsatellites are larger in sheep with no significant
difference in microsatellites derived from cattle (Table
1E).

The recent publication (Amos et al. 1996) of addi-
tional human microsatellite mutations extends the obser-
vation that the majority of microsatellite mutations result
from insertions of one repeat unit (Weber and Wong
1993). Recent studies in swallows (Primer et al. 1996)
and sheep (Crawford and Cuthbertson 1996) also support
an expansion model for microsatellite mutation.

Amos et al. (1996) also found that mutations tend to
occur in individuals where the size difference between
alleles is large and on that basis proposed a heterozygote
expansion model to account for the difference in allele
sizes between species. Amos et al. (1996) also suggest
that the rate of microsatellite allele expansion may be
related to the genetic diversity of a population, with the
more diverse populations having longer microsatellites.
If the population of a species is large and expanding, the
proportion of heterozygous individuals and hence the
probability of a mutation (which will most likely be an
expansion) occurring and being maintained in the popu-
lation is increased.

The mean gene diversity of the microsatellites poly-
morphic in both species, regardless of source, was higher
in sheep compared to cattle although not significant (P
4 0.08, Table 2). Early studies with human microsatel-
lites (Weber 1990) showed that there is a positive rela-
tionship between allele length and gene diversity. This
has also been shown for sheep (Buchanan et al. 1993).
Measurements of gene diversity in any species are influ-

Fig. 1. The relationship between mean allele sizes in cattle and
sheep; the mean allele size for the species in which the marker was
derived is on the horizontal axes. Thedotted linerepresents no differ-
ence, while thesolid lineshows the fitted regression.A Bovine mark-
ers. The regression line is (SE inbrackets) ovine allele length4 11.7
(4.0) + 0.963 (0.026) × bovine allele length.B Ovine markers. The
regression line is bovine allele length4 −4.5 (14.0) + 0.955 (0.090) ×
ovine allele length.

Table 2. Genetic diversity of microsatellites derived from cattle and
sheep compared in cattle and sheep

Ovine
origin SE

Bovine
origin SE Total SE

Mean Ovine 0.649 0.043 0.640 0.009 0.640 0.011
Bovine 0.547 0.050 0.619 0.010 0.615 0.010
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enced greatly by the population sample used to assess the
diversity. In this case we have made use of the founder
animals from pedigrees designed as reference mapping
populations. The reference mapping families have been
designed to be genetically heterogeneous so the gene
diversity measurements should be regarded as approach-
ing the maximum for any population derived from either
sheep or cattle. Different results could have been ob-
tained by using within-breed measurements, and clearly
a much wider study of gene diversity in sheep and cattle
is required before solid comparisons of microsatellite
diversity can be drawn between these two species. Per-
haps the allele size differences found in our current study
reflect predomestication differences in gene diversity
that have been masked by the controlled breeding intro-
duced to the species since domestication.

The sheep and cattle data presented here do not sup-
port ascertainment bias as the major reason for allele
length differences except where the microsatellite is
monomorphic in the heterozygous species. All our re-
sults, however, could be explained by the heterozygote
expansion model. The larger allele sizes of cattle derived
microsatellites that were monomorphic in sheep provide
support for the expansion of polymorphic microsatellite
loci compared with regions of the genome that remain
monomorphic. The finding that markers polymorphic in
both species had larger fragment sizes in sheep regard-
less of origin is consistent with the genetic diversity of
sheep being higher than that of cattle, although further
study is needed to verify that this is so.

This heterozygote expansion model could also explain
the early results (Forbes et al. 1995; Rubinsztein et al.
1995; Ellegren et al. 1995) which suggested that ascer-
tainment bias might be occurring. Most of the mamma-
lian microsatellites used were from species that are very
abundant and easily collected, such as rodents, domestic
animals, and humans. These microsatellites were then
tested in species with lower effective population sizes
which survive in geographically limited habitats such as
primates other than humans, foxes, and wild sheep spe-
cies. As a consequence they are likely to be genetically
less heterogeneous. According to the model, the mean
allele sizes would be smaller in these species, and this
has led to the conclusion that ascertainment bias was the
major determinant of mean allele size.

In summary, therefore, our data from this species

comparison suggest ascertainment bias during the clon-
ing and characterisation of microsatellites is not having a
large effect on their allele sizes. Some evidence for the
directionality of microsatellite evolution is provided by
the significantly greater number of microsatellites with
larger median alleles sizes in sheep compared to cattle.
What drives this evolution remains unclear but the het-
erozygote expansion model of Amos et al. (1996) is not
excluded by our data.
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Appendix I: List of Markers Used in the Analysis

A. Markers polymorphic and mapped in both species:

Markers showing no significant difference in median allele size
ADCY2, BL41, BM1520, BM1818, BM226, BM304, BM6404,

Table 3. Means of median allele lengths and ranges of microsatel-
lites derived from cattle and sheep compared in cattle and sheep

Ovine
origin SEM

Bovine
origin SEM

Mean of the medians Ovine 150.4 9.1 153.8 2.8
Bovine 139.3 9.0 147.0 2.6

Mean of the ranges Ovine 18.5 2.5 18.9 0.9
Bovine 12.5 2.3 16.3 0.6
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BM6444, BM6466, BM6506, BMS108, BMS1237, BMS1341,
BMS1616, BMS2263, BMS356, BMS500, BMS501, BMS574,
BMS710, BMS820, BMS882, BMS941, BRRIBO, CSSM032,
FASMC2, HRH1, HUJ616, HUJII77, IDVGA46, ILSTS004,
ILSTS070, INRA132, INRA144, INRA192, MAP2C, MB116.

Markers with the median allele size greater in cattle
ARO28, BL1095, BL42, BM17132, BM1861, BM1862, BM1905,
BM2613, BM2830, BM302, BM4107, BM4129, BM4509, BM5004,
BM6302, BM7234, BM757, BM8124, BM8151, BM8246, BM9289,
BMC2228, BMS1048, BMS1120, BMS1185, BMS119, BMS1355,
BMS1385, BMS1932, BMS1948, BMS2104, BMS2131, BMS2145,
BMS2361, BMS2626, BMS2658, BMS390, BMS468, BMS522,
BMS585, BMS651, BMS693, BMS695, BMS703, BMS745, BMS778,
BMS861, BMS862, BMS938, BMS963, BOLA-DRB, BOLA-PSE,
BP1, BP34, BP7, BR215, BR6504, CSSM041, CSSM047, CSSM065,
ETH225, HEL11, ILSTS002, ILSTS008, ILSTS013, ILSTS027,
ILSTS043, ILSTS049, ILSTS050, ILSTS059, ILSTS065, ILSTS102,
INRA049, INRA063, INRA071, INRA131, INRA194, KRT10,
MAF50, OarFCB11, OarFCB20, OarFCB48, RM067, RM150,
TEXAN-10, TGLA122, TGLA261, TGLA337.

Markers with the median allele size greater in sheep
ACC08, AGLA269, AGLA29, BL1080, BL25, BL4, BL50, BL6-1,
BM1225, BM1227, BM1258, BM1303, BM143, BM1577, BM2023,
BM203, BM2113, BM2504, BM2901, BM2934, BM3011, BM3033,
BM3205, BM3215, BM3412, BM3501, BM3509, BM4005, BM4006,
BM4025, BM4208, BM4301, BM4621, BM4630, BM6041, BM6465,
BM6526, BM7109, BM7144, BM7145, BM719, BM737, BM81124,
BM8125, BM8225, BM8230, BM827, BMC1222, BMC5221,
BMC6004, BMS1004, BMS1008, BMS1126, BMS1148, BMS1172,
BMS1232, BMS1242, BMS1247, BMS1290, BMS1304, BMS1316,
BMS1318, BMS1350, BMS1494, BMS1591, BMS1620, BMS1636,
BMS1669, BMS1678, BMS1694, BMS1714, BMS1724, BMS1782,
BMS1788, BMS1789, BMS1820, BMS1953, BMS2072, BMS2079,
BMS2168, BMS2196, BMS2258, BMS2319, BMS2321, BMS2377,
BMS2572, BMS2815, BMS332, BMS345, BMS357, BMS360,
BMS397, BMS419, BMS424, BMS431, BMS434, BMS460, BMS482,
BMS513, BMS517, BMS528, BMS538, BMS631, BMS648, BMS678,
BMS740, BMS772, BMS792, BMS807, BMS812, BMS823, BMS835,
BMS875, BMS887, BMS907, BMS975, BMS995, BP28, BP31, BP33,
CSSM003, CSSM004, CSSM025, FCB193, FCB304, HBB, HEL10,
HUJ246, IDVGA45, IL2RA, ILSTS005, ILSTS011, ILSTS017,
ILSTS018, ILSTS019, ILSTS020, ILSTS022, ILSTS029, ILSTS030,
ILSTS044, ILSTS056, ILSTS058, ILSTS087, INRA006, INRA011,
INRA081, INRA111, INRA133, INRA135, INRA175, MAF23,
MAF45, MAF65, MAF70, MAF92, MCM130, MCM58, MCM74,
OarCP26, OarCP34, OarHH22, OarVH54, OCAM, OMHC1,
POTCHA, RBP3, RM004, RM065, RM106, RM356, TEXAN-2,
TGLA429, XBM11, XBM24.

B. Bovine markers polymorphic in both species but unmapped in
sheep

Markers showing no significant difference in allele size
AGLA232, BM2814, BM3406, BMS1248, BMS1332, BMS1787,
BMS1915, BMS2055, BMS2200, BMS2213, BMS2742, BMS4045,
BMS462, BMS744, ILSTS026, ILSTS061

Markers with the median allele size greater in cattle
BL1022, BM148, BM6121, BM6507, BM720, BM7241, BM8118,
BMS1145, BMS1878, BMS2, BMS2460, BMS2598, BMS362,
BMS4011, BMS483, BMS689, BMS948, BR2936, BY10, BY5,
INRA100, INRA122, INRA183, RM209, Z27075, Z27076

Markers with the median allele size greater in sheep
BL1009, BM121, BM7237, BM7247, BM746, BM856, BM9248,
BMS1617, BMS1660, BMS1779, BMS1967, BMS2076, BMS2270,
BMS2355, BMS2466, BMS2526, BMS2569, BMS2614, BMS2641,
BMS2721, BMS2780, BMS2833, BMS2843, BMS4000, BMS4001,
BMS4008, CSSM019, HAUT14, IGF-1, ILSTS028, ILSTS053,
ILSTS060, INRA035, INRA107, INRA129, JAB1, RM024, UWCA28,
UWCA46

C. Markers polymorphic in only one species

No significant difference in median allele size
BM1508, BM3010, BM315, BM7225, BMS904, ILSTS062,
TEXAN-4

Markers with the median allele size greater in cattle
AGLA17, AGLA227, AGLA233, BL1103, BL28, BL37, BM103,
BM1557, BM1832, BM1857, BM1864, BM2515, BM2607, BM3026,
BM310, BM4307, BM4321, BM6026, BM6436, BM6458, BM7160,
BM7207, BM7208, BM7228, BM733, BM741, BM8139, BM8247,
BM888, BM9065, BM9138, BM9202, BM9208, BM9284, BMC5227,
BMCR17A, BMS1074, BMS1192, BMS1231, BMS1282, BMS1296,
BMS130, BMS1300, BMS1353, BMS1373, BMS1758, BMS1926,
BMS1943, BMS1987, BMS2053, BMS2060, BMS2095, BMS2137,
BMS2503, BMS2567, BMS2573, BMS2891, BMS382, BMS4018,
BMS466, BMS490, BMS499, BMS504, BMS511, BMS518, BMS529,
BMS803, BMS817, BMS911, BMS918, BMS929, BMS937, BOLA-
DR2, BP38, CSSM033, CSSM039, ETH10, HAUT1, HU414, IAP,
IL4, ILSTS012, ILSTS023, ILSTS035, ILSTS036, ILSTS037,
ILSTS045, ILSTS068, ILSTS092, ILSTS104, INRA084, INRA112,
INRA119, INRA120, INRA121, INRA177, JAB4, MAF46, RM012,
RM019, RM033, RM074, RM088, RM090, RM137, RM330,
TGLA170, TGLA179, TGLA245, TGLA28, UWCA19, UWCA20

Markers with the median allele size greater in sheep
AGLA280, BM1831, BM1834, BM3212, BM3507, BM4102, BM713,
BM804, BM8129, BM861, BMS1101, BMS1315, BMS1561,
BMS1580, BMS2914, BMS3002, BMS639, BMS657, BMS742,
BMS960, BMS980, BR6027, OarCP16, HH41, ILSTS052, INRA090,
MAF35, RM500, TEXAN-3 TEXAN-5, TGLA141, TGLA351
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